
LOT IDENT COMMENTS

LOT 1 TDYR26 A docile bull with safe figures.  Will breed excellent steers.

LOT 2 TDYR23
This Edmund has a nice head and is showing stretch and scale. Plenty of weight and 

volume.

LOT 3 TDYR55
First RearViewMirror son to hit the sale.  Is a good upstanding bull.  A bull with bone and 

shape that will grow out.

LOT 4 TDYR88
This Distinction son is a thick heavy bull with a lovely strong head.  Top 3% in the breed for 

scrotum.  If you want to put weight into your steers this is one of them.

LOT 5 TDYR52
Also one of the first RearView Mirror sons.  Moderate birth with good growth and eye 

muscle.

LOT 6 TDYR69 Easy doing soft fleshed son of Sydgen.  Good safe bull for any application.

LOT 7 TDYR96 Slower maturing bull that will grow out.

LOT 8 TDYR9 A larger framed son of Marlon Brando, he has a large EMA and will grow into a big bull.

LOT 9 TDYR97 A bull that stands up well.  He has a lot of growing up to do.

LOT 10 TDYR5
There is a ton of volume in this bull.  Lovely slick coat.  A very good type of bull with 

positive fats.

LOT 11 TDYR62
This Rear View son has good growth for moderate birth.  Showing a lot of depth, weight 

and volume

LOT 12 TDYR53 A free moving bull.  Has positive fats, in the top 3% for rump fat, and top 10% for scrotum.

LOT 13 TDYR10
The first of our Krakatoa sons.  In the top 3% of the breed for Eye Muscle at 11.6 !  A real 

carcase machine.  All Krakatoa sons show well above average for eye muscle.

LOT 14 TDYR91 A thick heavy set Sydgen son.  Extremely docile.

LOT 15 TDYR75 A good smooth Stewie son, okay for heifers.

LOT 16 TDYR35 Spent a bit too much time in the ring which has effected his condition.

LOT 17 TDYR29
Smooth coated, stretch free moving bull.  In the top 4 and 8% for rib and rump, and top 

7% for Mature cow weight.

LOT 18 TDYR18
A clean trim bull.  Stands in the top 6% in the breed for EMA and the top 3% for Retail Beef 

Yield.

LOT 19 TDYR28 Slick coated smooth Marlon Brando, that will grow out.

LOT 20 TDYR61
Slick coated smooth bull.  In the top 10% for scrotum. Out of TDYH40 - Londavra Earnon 

M18's mother.

LOT 21 TDYR80 This Rear View Mirror son has a nice slick coat, moderate frame, soft and easy doing.

LOT 22 TDYR95 A calving ease bull that is in the top 7% for rump fat.



LOT 23 TDYR14 A good butted bull showing muscle.

LOT 24 TDYR8 Smooth, very well muscled bull with excellent EMA and large scrotum.


